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How to Securely Lock Your Zip-n-Click™ Closure
The Zip-n-Click closure locking mechanism provides added protection against dust mites and
potential bed bug infestations by securing the most valuable point of the encasement—the
zipper closure. Our patented device was invented and engineered with your protection in
mind.
Included in your product package, you will find an accessory bag with zip-ties & one
replacement self-adhesive foam pad. The plastic tie is necessary because it securely locks our
Zip-n-Click closure locking mechanism in place, thus ensuring that the zipper will not be
accidentally or inadvertently opened.
Please review the pictures below to learn how the plastic tie needs to be laced through the
existing pre-punched anchor points. We recommend that you periodically check the closure
locking mechanism to ensure all the components are in good working order.
● Step One: Locate the Anchor Points
The anchor points are the holes that the zip-tie will be laced through. If you look at the pictures
below, you can see where these two holes are. [Note: On our older models, anchor point ‘A’
will be a little smaller but it is still in the same spot, along the stitching that keeps the zip-nclick closure on the fabric.]

● Step Two: Close the Zip-n-Click
Before you can lock your zip-n-click, you must completely close the closure. Pull the green
zipper over the holding post and close the zip-n-click—when you hear it ‘click’, you know it’s
locked!
● Step Three: Lacing the Zip-Tie through the Anchor Points:
Locate anchor point A. Pull the skinny size of the zip-tie through the bottom of anchor point ‘A’,
as seen below.
Next, pull the same end of the zip-tie through the bottom of anchor point ‘B.’ See below.

● Step Four: Closing the Zip-Tie
The skinny end of the zip-tie should be laced through anchor point ‘B’, as you can see above.
Take the skinny end and pull it through the small square on the opposite end of the zip-tie. See
picture below.
Done! Your zip-n-click closure locking mechanism should be securely shut!

For more information about our Zip-n-Click closure, please go to:
http://www.cleanbrands.com/technology/zip-n-click/
You can also watch a video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-lORWlYJ50
Please contact our customer service specialist if you have any other questions!
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